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Microsoft Office 2007 On DemandQue, 2006
How to Use

•        Office: Organize information and add impact with clip art, SmartArt diagrams, tables, and charts with a new results-oriented interface

•        Word: Create great-looking documents faster...
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The ULTIMATE Tesla Coil Design and Construction GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2007
The only book available to cover the Tesla coil in so much    detail
The Ultimate Tesla Coil Design and Construction Guide is a one-stop    reference covering the theory, design tools, and techniques necessary    to create the Tesla coil using modern materials.This    unique resource utilizes Excel spreadsheets to...
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A Fast Track to Structured Finance Modeling, Monitoring, and Valuation: Jump Start VBAJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book is designed to start with simple examples that progressively develop the reader's confidence to take on more complex tasks. There is very little theoretical discussion about computer science, operations research algorithms, mathematics, or finance. The thrust of the book is to teach the reader to break complex tasks down into...
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Lotus(R) Notes(R) Developer's Toolbox: Tips for Rapid and Successful DeploymentIBM Press, 2006
Lotus® Notes® Developer’s Toolbox will help you streamline and improve every phase of Notes development. Leading IBM Lotus Notes developer Mark Elliott systematically identifies solutions for the key challenges Notes developers face,...
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Learn Excel 97 Through Excel 2007 from Mr. Excel: 377 Excel Mysteries Solved!Holy Macro! Books, 2007
Updating the previous edition's tips to make them compatible with Excel 2007, and featuring new tips that are only available in Excel 2007, this new edition of Mr. Excel's popular software guide even incorporates suggestions sent in by readers. Each featured topic has a problem statement and description, followed by a broad...
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Getting Started with SQL Server 2012 Cube DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written specifically for SQL Server developers, this is a great primer on Analysis Services and cube development. With lots of practical exercises and real-world scenarios, you'll be up and running in no time.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to develop a complete business intelligence solution using SQL Server...
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Microsoft Office Excel 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003
Hey, you know your way around a spreadsheet—so now dig into Excel 2003 and really put your data to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and handy workarounds in concise, fast answer format. Work smarter with core functions such as using worksheets and charts, analyzing data,...
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Ubuntu Unleashed 2011 Edition: Covering 10.10 and 11.04 (6th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2010

	We are pleased to present the 2011 edition of Ubuntu Unleashed. Ubuntu is a Linux-based computer operating system that has taken the world by storm. From its humble beginning in 2004, Ubuntu has risen to be the vanguard of desktop Linux, as well as a popular choice for servers.


	 
...
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The PowerPoint Detox: Reinvent Your Slides and Add Power to Your PresentationKogan Page, 2009

	
	
		Presentations matter. There can be a great deal hanging on them and
	
		rarely, if one fails to work, do you get a second chance. A poor presentation
	
		can blight a plan, a proposal, a reputation – even a career. But
	
		making a good one is not easy, as a quotation from Sir George Jessel
	
		makes clear: ‘The...
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Learn Excel from Mr. Excel: 277 Excel Mysteries SolvedHoly Macro! Books, 2005
Containing 277 business case studies that illustrate nearly every aspect of Excel, this book presents real-life business problems and works them through to their solutions. In addition to exemplary solutions, each case analysis considers alternate approaches and gotchas, and includes a summary of the necessary commands and functions. Excel...
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Microsoft PowerPivot for Excel 2010: Give Your Data MeaningMicrosoft Press, 2010

	On November 4, 2009, Alberto and I had dinner with many other Analysis Services experts from all around the world, including many people from the Microsoft development team. We were in Seattle for the PASS Summit 2009, a conference for SQL Server professionals, and because Redmond, Washington is very near to Seattle, events like this often...
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Financial Analysis with Microsoft  ExcelSouth-Western College, 2006
FAME explores the use of Excel as THE calculating tool for finance professionals. As students enter College with basic skills for using Excel and other software packages they need for their business courses, the materials they read must be ramped up. The book as it stands covers the main topics that students would see in a typical corporate finance...
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